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Who we are...

Chairman of the Board CEO at COOP
Ex-McKinsey

Partner & Board member
Former Partner at CoreCPH

Founder
CEO & Partner 
Cand.polit & Cand.psych

Meet our Case Specialist

Olivia Louise Peacock

Content & Case Specialist

PBA. International Trade & Marketing Management
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What is Casefair? 

Casefair is a cloud-based HR 

platform that accelerates the 

recruitment process with the use of 

job-specific cases, AI data 

automation, and people analytics.

Casefair helps companies lower 

recruitment costs, reduce employee 

turnover, save time, and increase 

workplace diversity!



... she reads 250 resumes 

per hire, making hiring 

time-consuming…

Problem

Hiring is hard, time-consuming, and often fails

... but less than 50% of 

interviewed candidates are 

qualified for the job ...

Meet Laura - she is a recruiter and is always ...

... and 46% of new hires 

fail within their first 18 

months in the job

Overwhelmed with 
the number of CVs

Under pressure 
to deliver ...

Blamed when 
hires fail
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CVs don't inform recruiters how 
candidates will perform on the job

Problem
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Automated screening lets 
Laura focus her time on 

qualified candidates

Candidate scorecards lets 
Laura & managers dig deep 

on the top candidates

Applicants solve case 
assessment

Apply solving 
case

Automated 
Grading

Candidate 
Scorecard

Solution

We let Laura focus on top talent by automatically 
screening candidates on their ability to do the job

Personality

Behavior

Skills

Work style
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Laura gets the top prospects in minutes and she knows 
exactly why they were ranked high

See how candidate 
performs on relevant skills

Candidate skills
Compare candidate skills to 

similar candidates with 
benchmarking

Benchmarking

See candidate solve relevant 
tasks in-action with videos

Online video

Product
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Get started with Casefair, use a premade case!
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Choose a premade 
case from our library



Explore our case library - built by psychologists and
industry specific experts 
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Evaluate candidates skills and competencies Multiple case formats and testing scenarios



Assessment library build by 
leading domain experts 

and business psychologists

Product

Casefair’s proprietary, self-evolving case, and 
personality libraries are our secret sauce

AI engine is created in 
collaboration with 

leading AI researchers

People data is continuously 
used to improve our AI and 

validate our assessments
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Trusted by leading companies
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Cases in screening = better hires, in less time 
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+45 53801994
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